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AZTEC, NEW MEXICO
M

"The Land of the Big Red Apple"
THE HEART OF THE GREAT FRUIT BELT

Mm
IN

Deriving its name from a long departed race whose casi les, though in a
sad state of decay, still stand within a
few hunched yards of its city limits,
it will ever remain as a monument to
that race. Who were they, this departed race? History can tell but little of them. Discovered at the time
Cortez and his followers made their
first trip of exploration from Mexico,
tbey soon vanished from the face of
the earth. Historians seem to think
that they were destroyed by a
stronger race while the old Indian
legend, handed down from generation
to generation, says that they were
visited by a plague, that those in the
huts at the time of this plague shut
up all entrances to these old castles
and were there destroyed, whilo those
who were on the outside were advised
by their Gods to jump into the river
and were then turned into fishes.
However as that may be, tho Indians
of this dav and generation will not
eat a fish out of the I.as Animas river,
Las Animas meaning in the Indian
language, "The River of Lost Souls."
Aztec and San Juan County have
therefore been upon the map of this
wonderful nation since its first discovery. 'What tongue can tell of its
past glories, what pen has the power
to write of those things and times and
events of which we know so little?
Echo answers none.
So much for the early history of

west he snow-clahills are ever in;
ividence and the cool breezes of the
l.a Platas soothe to sleep in the sum- nier evenings the tired laborer, rest-- j
inp him, enabling him to go to his
daily task much refreshed. Within a
lew hundred yards of the town the
beautiful Las Animas river ever flows
upon its way to the seas, assuring an
ever abundance of water to whomsoever may come. To the south the fertile valley stretches before the eye,
allowing, as is now the case, a view of
the splendid orchards of which San
Juan county is so proud and whose
products are now so famous,
being
known the world over for unsurpassed
flavor, their perfect color and the
wonderful bearing qualities of Its
trees.

Northward the valley stretches in
the same manner, many of the leading orchards of this county being located several miles north of Aztec.
To the west are also some fine fields.
Therefore, surrounded as it is on all
sides by fine orchards and ranch
homes, Aztec is to be congratulated
ui on the foresight of tho early settlers who picked upon it as the location for a future city. Their wish is being fulfilled, the town now has in the
neighborhood of 800 population and Is
growing fast. In fact, there is not a
vacant residence in the town and applications are daily being received
from prospective settlers, who have

Aztec.
Some fifty years ago some intreped
explorers wandered into this beautl-iu- i
cApuíiino vioi gu'.d .i:r.c!i
vaiiL-was supposed to be here in vast quansearch of
After a thorough
tities.
the hills and glades they were disappointed and began to examine some
F.very-wherof the beauties of nature.
were grow ing flowers, trees and
beautiful plants. The hills were covered with an abundance of long, sweet
grasses, which the horses of these explorers devoured with avidity, and upen which they waxed fat and strong.
anil to
The climate was delightful
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chosen upon this point to be their future home. Inside of tho past year
new buildings have gone
up, some
$25,000 worth, and many more are being planned.
There is not an idle
contractor or carpenter or brick mason in the town and plenty of work
:iwaits this class of citizens.
which
Among tho new buildings
have been erected in the past year is
he new school house, a handsome
lrick structure of two stories in
I. eight,
costing in the neighborhood
of $5,010, and capable of sealing several hundred pupils. A splendid corps
of teachers are now engaged and at
work, the schools compare favorably
with those of cities and towns many
times larger than this, the advanced
grades are being taught, altogether it
requires five teachers to now manage
tin so schools.
The Uaptist church, now nearly completed, is going to he a structure of
which any town might be proud. Built

Settler after settler arriving, the entire valley was explored in a practical
manner by these new arrivals, new loThe
cations were decided upon.
to
appealed
valley
great Las Animas
many and soon the town of Aztec had
teen started. On account of its location, many of the old settlers soon removed there, some of those merchants
piso removed to It, as did the San
Juan County Index, which was then
under another name, but which is the
ninneer naner of the great San Juan
county. The new town seemed to
prosper from the start and soon quite
many
a settlement had surrounded it,
remaining.
still
of these
Situated as it Is upon the eastern
slope of the beautiful valley, it was
and is an excellent location. On the

.urce of all wealth for the fruit
ranchman in San Juan
coi;', v. according to the report of the
ten i: rial engineer, has
of 'K he water supply of New Mexico.
Ill' following is taken from tho
"i the territorial engineer. The
prrY fts mentioned have their head-qirs at Aztec:
i
' The Kden Lund and Tower Company uf Aztec owns and controls the
Ed ti Canal, it project which, when
successfully completed, will be a good
ex.,- - !e of engineering skill. Water
is taken from the Las Animas river, a
stream which has its head in mount1,000 feet high.
ain.-:
The source of
supply is thus exceptionally steady
and certain. Tho yearly discharge of
the. I.as Animas Hiver is large and is
shown on a preceding page (p. 12).
One cubic foot per second of water
can easily be made to irrigate 100
acr-'sif not more, in this region. The
main canal of this company is 35
miles long, and there are two other
caiiiils, of 10 and 15 miles, respectively. These will carry about 300 cubic
feei. per second. At one point in this
company's system there occurs a drop
of flliout 50 feet, making possible the
geiit ration of 400 horsepower, and if
tht water capacity of the ditch bo extended by expending, say, $20,000, this
povt r could be raised to 3,000 horsepower. It is the intention to furnish
wan r for domestic, fire, light, and

t and

three-fourth-

s

with the soil, are adapted to the
production of a great variety of crops,
including cereals, legumes and fruits.
Owing to the topographical conditions
of these mesas late killing frosts in
the spring seldom occur, hence this
section is particularly suited for the
fruit Industry, the apple doing better
than any other fruit.
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VIEW OF AZTEC. NEW MEXICO.

brick, it already presents a fine
appearance, even in its unfinished
state. It will be ready for duty some
time in January, this year.
Besides these two above mentioned
buildings, many small cottages have
been erected, each costing from $1.000
to $2,000, and all of which found an
occupant upon its completion; in fact,
all were spoken for as soon as it was
known that they were to be erected.
A capitalist would find this a splendid
place in which to erect cottages, as it
si ill needs many more here to fill the
wants of the people who wish to locate.

The main street of the town (see
the view on another page) presents a
fine appearance, Nearly all of these
buildings have been erected within
tho nast three years. They are all

pc arance.
The lighting plant is capable of lighting a town many times
be size of this one, being installed
with a view to future needs, and will
be able to furnish electricity to any
I

manufacturing industry that should
see lit to start here, it having in reserve, after supplying all present de-

i'

'wor purposes to present and future
wns. The possibilities of this
are many, and if carried to
mplction should aid largely In the
velopment of the northwestern part

the territory."

r
The
project, locat- '!' in the central part of San Juan
mands, some 300 horsepower.
unty and deriving its water supply
In renncction with the power plant
em the San Juan river, Is one of the
is a line roller mill. The products l. igest enterprises of this kind that
from this mill are
it hav- !. ive ever been undertaken in the
ing been remodeled this spyiig and
lilted States.
new machinery having been installed.
The records of water supply In the
The capacity is some 100 barrels pcf
engineer's office show thaf
day. On account of the wet season
e discharge of San J. tan river in l!)n7
,
the same in all parts of the
this
,
and
..regated 1,1"5,S55
t'nitcd States, the mill has not run.
iiero is approximately l,ouu,000 acres
the grain, to a large extent, being un'
the very best red, sandy loam soil
til for milling purposes. It has run
alignbelow the proposed
filiated
successfully, however, for many years
ment of the ditch.
The capacity of
heretofore and its products arc 'i'5
reservoir involved in this proposi-- '
known far and wide. It is in charge
.
on is over I.OhO.Oimi
With
of a capable mill man.
'no exception of possibly 5,u0i) acres,
As a city of beautiful homes, some
,
ll Is government land, a large
of which are reproduced in this issue,
however, being inside the
Aztec compares with any town of its
boundaries of the Navajo reservation.
size in the United States. Many are
The topography and character of
the handsome residences here, all of
He soil are most ideal for irrigation,
which are practically new. The people are
as is evidenced by i'i! land lying mostly on sloping
tho county jail, which is located hero, mesas, with arroyos at suitable interthis being the county scat, and which vals, giving ample chance for proper
The soils of these mesas
is an adobe structure of one room. drainage.
The population of the town Is com- have a characteristic reddish color,
posed entirely of Americans, not a which Is probably due to the iron deforeigner residing within the town rived from the higher sandstone mesas. The soil varies considerably in
limits.
Located as it is, Aztec is the center density in different localities, but the
irrigation surface soil Is never heavier than a
of all the new proposed
canals of the county. (See map In loam. Wherever the soil has been
the adv. of the Aztec Irrigated Lands raked it shows a loam to a clay loam,
Co.) Surrounded on all sides by these with a sandy surface underlaid
soil, which affords perfect
proposed canals, it is the center of
population for this county, and is condlltons for the conservation of
bound to grow and prosper. Water Is moisture. The climatic conditions, to- Tuiiey-Holliste-

first-clas-

ye-ir-

acre-feet-

acre-feet-

por-.on-

extension for this year's crops.
quarters at Alec.

Hear

The Citizens' Ditch and Irrigation
Company, as its name suggests, is operated on the community plan. This
company is now constructing a canal
to reclaim some T.'iuu acres of choice
fruit land in San Juan county. The
water is derived from the San Juan
river, near Illanco. The supply is ample for domestic, power and irrigation
purposes. The company has a permit
to appropriate ion cubic feet per secby the enond of water, approved
gineer under tho New Mexico laws.
The canal at the head will be fourteen
feet wide, narrow ing to six feet at the
end, some twenty-similes distant.
Very little, if any, government land
subject to entry lies under this canal.
Deeded lands and relinquishments can
lie obtained at a very reasonable price,
and to members of the company water
w ill cost about $25 per acre.
The land
lies within eight miles of Aztec, the
county seat, situated on tho Denver &
Kio Claude railway.

Water

Now on Land.

is
community proposition
of Young t Norton, the
purpose of which is to irrigate with
flood waters of the l.a l'lata river
5,i()0 or 0,000 acres in the western part
of San Juan county, known as The
Meadows. The water is to be diverted from tho river by a ditch to an excellent reservoir site, where the flood
v aters are stored for the Irrigation of
lands below. The soil is good and
the lay of the land, a nearly level
mesa, Is Ideal for irrigation.
This
land has been taken up by individual
fanners, the object being to Irrigate
through this project. The land was
formerly withheld from entry by the

Another

Hie project

s

r

which will hold from

.

t.

with its I.as

first-clas-

1

,

in connection

l'lata project, but was
thrown open to entry on September L
Ho7, when the land was Immediately
entered upon by ihe. parties now purposing to carry out this fine project.
Aztec is the county seat of San Juan
county and here are the county buildings, the court house being a model of
its kind, being elegantly furnished, Its
f
vaults are
and are fitted
with the latest improved fixtures. Tho
county officials are of the courteous,
obliging kind and San Juan county is
proud of them. Finances of the town
and county are in a
condition.
The location of the town, at the foot
of the hill, gives it a fine location for
a gravity water system, which has
been talked of for some timo and

Animas-L-

fire-proo-

..

'

).(ivernmeiit

in addition to the above project, the
same parties have another in San Juan
county which will divert water out of
the l.as Animas river in Colorado for
the Irrigation of nbout 130,u00 acres in
New .Mexico. This project can be extended so as to cover nearly 700,000
acres if the water supply will warrant.
The construction of this project is expensive, owing to the topographical
conditions, but when once constructed
it will bring under cultivation some
of the most fertile land in the territo- which no doubt will soon be installed.
ry. The other natural conditions are A fine system could be put In at a
project reasonable cost and when the Kden
similar to the
canal Is completed no doubt there will
on the San Juan.
bo one. A natural reservoir site is
In addition to these is that of the
obtainable within a mile of the town
Illinois Ditch Company, or the Orand has been decided upon as tho locachard Irrigation district, a proposition tion. Aztec will have
a water system
which will water some 7,000 acres
within two years.
right in the vicinity of Aztec. Sur
The water supply is at present obvevs of this project have Just been
completed and work is expected to tained from the I.as Animas river,
which conies from the land of eternal
start within the next three months.
snows, the water being pure snow waWork on the extension of the Low- ter, cool, sparkling and
healthful. It
er Animas ditch Is progressing rapidly is run Into the town through irrigation
and water will be turned into the now ditches, thence into a filter, from
which filter it enters the cistern, of
which every home at present has one

'

""

them it seemed as a miniature paradise, as it is now. Claims and homesteads were staked and these exploréis settled down to tho mote pleasant
life of a ranchman. Their crops grew
thick and fast, they wrote to their
friends of the beautiful place they had
s
discovered and soon many more
were upon their way to the "New
San
Kden," as it was then called.
Juan county had been discovered and
was coming Into its own.
The beautiful valley of the San
Juan Hiver seemed to them to be the
logical location for a town, and the
town of Junction City was laid out
and soon these hardy pioneers had
erected school houses, merchants had
opened ttores, a newspaper was started and tho resources of this place
were soup being exploited to the outside world. Of course, many years
elapsed before these many improvements were started, the wonderful growing qualities of the soil had
been in a measure tested, the climate
had been found to remain delightful
the year round, upon tho hills their
cattle had been found able to remain
the year round without shelter and to
s
condition after the
be in a
winter season had passed. What more
first-clas-

wide-awak- e

tl,r

gro

.

e

set-tier-

built of either brick, stone or cement,
the building ordinances of the town
btiug strict in this respect. Each and
nery one of these store buildings is
occupied, a splendid class of business
men occupy them, as is evidenced by
the advertising columns of this Issue.
AzAlert, progressive and
tec is to bo congratulated upon her
Each and
class of business men.
everyone is a "booster" and you
would find it a hard task to find a
town that equals this one in that respect. The stocks that are carried
ore a credit to them; you will find
in this city almost anything you may
desire in the way of wearables or eatables, mid the prices are very reasonable, in fact so much more reasonable
than one would expect.
Competition in trade, however, is a
good thing and progressive merchants
will still find hero openings for many
classes of business. A good gent's
furnishing goods store should do well,
another drug store, another hotel
man, in fact there is an opening here
for you, no matter what business you
may he In, and you will find here a
cordial welcome.
In step with progress, Aztec now
has an electric lighting plant, which
lus been completed within the past
month. The streets are lighted with
fine ar3 lights, the stores are now being wired, residences also, and the
town presents a live,
ap

bund-e- d

seventy-fiv-

to

e

barrels. These cisterns

"

can be built for a noniiiiiiT cost. "
Aztec was the first town in San
Juan county to banish the saloons and
at present there is not a saloon in the
county. San Juan county was the first
county in the Territory to banish
them.
The climate is certainly delightful
at this point. For the past, five years
it has not been cold enough here in
the winters to freeze ice thick enough
to put up for the home market and artificial ice has had to be shipped In.
In their own back yards Aztec citizens raise their garden "stuff." Instances can be cited whereupon in his
back yard a man lias raised enough
in the way of fruits and vegetables to
supply his family with the majority of
their food for a year, besides assfst- ing in a great way toward clothing
them. I'eople may scoff at this statement, but it. is the truth, nevertheless.
On request, to the Index tho
name of this citizen will be furnished.
From two ordinary city lots this year
a man furnished most of the cucumbers, tomatoes, roasting ears and
beets for a local hotel, besides allowing tho neighbors the privilege
of
using what they wished from the garden.
Much more could be written about
the town, its people, its social side,
the churches, etc., but we will conclude
by
mentioning only the
('hinches.
Aztec has three churches, which are
well supported, viz:
The Baptist,
the Methodist and the Fresliyterian.
The two latter meet in their own
buildings, while the former one meets
at present In the county court house,
its building being in an uncompleted
state, but expected to bo ready some
time this month.
The ministers are
all well educated lie n and each one has
a strong personal following. Strong in
their belief, earnest and convincing in

their arguments, they are
help towards making this

a
a

strong
better

town. None is so narrow-mindebut
that be can see good in the other
churches, thus church quarrels and
strife are things unknown. Aztec Is
proud of her churches and ministers.
In behalf of the citizens of Aztec
the Index extends to you an Invitation
to come and be one of us. Tho future
Is before you, you probably wish to
nuike a new start In lift, to make your
"stake." You cannot possibly do bettor than to locate In San Juan county,
and if so you certainly will be pleased
with Aztec, the "Red Apple City."

SOMETHING SHE: DSDM'T KiiO'.V
Colored Lady Evidently Had Standing in the Best of New York
Society.
Two ladies, strangers to carh other,
were seated upon a bench on the
platform of a New York siiliurlian station waiting for a train. One of them
was yminu, pretty, and very stylishly
dressed. There was plenty of room
on tin1 bench and a
col
(ri d woiiKiti leading a spotlessly clad
little iiickaninny liy the hand, came
mid sat down between the two women.
As she ilii so the younge r t;ot up and
liepan pacing up and down the platform. The darky's eyes blazed and
Flie was offended at once.
"Huh!" she exclaimed, ostensibly
pickaninaddressing the
ny, but really speaking fur the bene
lit of the lady at the other end of
the bench. ' She's got bad blood in
lier, all right thinks cos she's got
good clothes, she owns dis bench.
"Why did she gel up Auntie?" asked
the child.
"Cos she thinks she's too good to
Bit aside (if ns," blustered the woman.
"Can't anybody sit on these benches.
Auntie?" question' d the child.
"Of course they can, chile but she
thinks just cos she's got good clothes
she's too good to sit aside of us. Little
the knows," in a louder key, "little
she knows dat Mis. Astcubili comes
and sits in our house by de hour-lit- tle
reckon.
she knows dat
neat-lookin-

NEVER

TOUCH

JUST

THE SURFACE

Happens When
Water Are Scattered

What

It is Impossible to throw a few drops
of water on a redhot stove. The water
can never touch the stove at all. What
is seen is a few drops rolling rapidly
over the surface, gradually getting
smaller until they disappear. If the
drops ate on a perfectly level place
one can see under them to the other
side of the room, thus proving that
they are not in contact with the stove
itself.
What actually happens Is that the.
bottom of the drop changes at once
to steam or vapor on coming close to
the hot surface, and this vapor is sup
plied by the drop as it gradually goes
away. So the drop rests on a cushion
of vapor until it is entirely dissipated.
This state of water is known as the
spheroidal state, and is of interest on
account of its peculiarity and seemingly paradoxical behavior.
The reason why the drop Is not Immediately evaporated or changed to
steam is also very interesting. The
water vapor that intervenes between
its under surface and the redhot stove
is a very bad conductor of heat and
consequently the full intensity of the
heat cannot get into the water itself,
only the amount transmitted through
the vapor being available for this purpose. The Sunday Magazine.

Three Kansas men were visiting recently. One of them has he!J important state offices. The other has aspirations to be elected to one of "tho
big places." They talked of the latter
man's chances; his plans of conduct
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OF FRED BUNKER, AZTEC.

The Usefulness of "Central."
The telephone subscriber has com
to regard "central" as an
bureau of information. The score
of the ball game, the latest election
returns, the location of the big fire the
light from which can be seen on the
horizon, and even the exact time, are
all points on which the
operator must be posted.
The other day, according to the Operating Hulletin of the Chicago Telephone Company, a man called up a
suburban exchange, and said, despair
in his voice;
"My wife has gone out, leaving
word for me to cook the spinach fot
dinner, but I do not know how loftg
to boil it."
The operator switched the subscriber to the supervisor, who had been to
cooking-schooland she promptly told
the man all he needed to know about
the treatment of spinach.
,

The Woman's Fault.
"You told me," she sadly said,
"when you persuaded me to elope
with you that you would never permit anything to come between us
that you would cherish my love all
your days and that
should
never
have cause to regret for a moment
that I had placed my happiness in
your keeping."
"Oh, well, confound it," lie replied,
"what's the use of harping on that
new ? If you hadn't kept a lot of your
faults hidden from me I'd never have
fallen in ive with you or wanted you
to elope, i you have only yourself to
blame."
1

m.

mm.--

Lumber Company
FARMINGTON, NEW MEXICO

AZTEC. NEW MEXICO
W. S.

BLOOMFIELD
The Coming Town on the Great San Juan River

Pickerell, Secretary and Treasurei
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PACKING SCENE.
Orchard, Mrs. Lucy yoyle, Above Aztec.

The Durango Planing Mill and

Mgr. Aztec Branch

One Part of Meeting.
"Did you ever meet an old friend
whom you didn't meet?'' was the enigma put up to a Haiiomlte by a neighbor. The Haileniite never did.
"I did this morning," the neighbor
explained. "I was rushing downtown
on a subway express. We passed a
local, nlso southbound under somo-wha- t
less speed. 1 was hanging to
a strap, and as I gazed into a car of
the local that was opposite my car
had known int- I recognized a man
mately, but had not seen tor lu years.
He recognized me at the same moment and there was a mutual salute.
Then my train forged ahead of the
other and he was lost to sight.
"You see, I met him, yet I didn't
meet him." New York Globe.

Paraguay Tea.
The verba mate, or Paraguay tea,
has an immense consumption in the
Greatest Woman in All History.
lower ports of South America, almost
"Who may rightly be said to be til
to the exclusion of tea and coffee. It
in history? The angrows wild and plentiful, is cheap as greatest woman
the prize was
was
awarded
that
swer
dirt and has a good per cent, of thcine,
of moderate
man
a
of
wife
'The
this:
the active principle of tea and coffee,
means, who does her own cooking,
genuine
a
It
has
less
but
than either.
ironing, brings up a famhigh therapeutic, soothing, stimulating washing and
boys to be useful memand
of
girls
ily
effect upon the stomach and the whole
society, and finds time for her
system. The people over a large part bers of
Improvement is the
of South
America
have the very own intellectual
all history.' "
woman
in
greatest
strongest belief in its curative and
Traveler.
consoling effects.

Too Harsh.

F. T. Hillstrom,

pussy
immediately expected that
would devour the rat.
Hut there was great surprise when
the rat Instead of showing fright and
running away ran toward the cat and
nestled itself under the cat s warm
breast. The cat Is apparently as fond
of this white rat as she would be of
her own kittens.
When they are fed they nre given
pieces of meat cut In strings. Each
one" gets hold of a string at either end
and they try to see which can eat the
most of It. The cat usually wins because she Is the stronger.
If the white rat Is missing the cat
hunts first in the wicker basket in
which they sleep together and then In
every nook and corner and sometimes
in the cellar or attic until she finds
the rat.
Pussy and the white rat have been
together now for a little over a year,
and the cat Is thoroughly responsible
for this, for when stray cats come
around to the back door she jumps out
of her corner, shows fight and chases
them.

r

"Wretched woman! you took advantage of my hospitality to steal my
husband." "Pardon me, but is it exactly stealing where a guest, wishing
a souvenir of an agreeable visit, carries away with her some trilling thing
which her hostess gives every token
of eating lit Me for?"-Li- fe.

DURANGO, COLORADO

An Intimate friendship between a
pet white rat and a big cat is reported by a correspondent of St. Nicholas.
When the white rat was about two
months old by accident a stray cat
was allowed to enter the room. It was

Open-Ai- r
Barbers in Spain.
Fingers that smell of garlic, soap
that gives no lather, a razor that may
have been used for cutting a raw
The Barrier.
ham, and a flourish that reminds one
"Will there ever be a woman presiof an executioner rather than of a
dent?'' No. The constitution says barber such are the qualifications of
' years the itinerant Spanish hairdresser, dethe president must be over
old." clares a writer in the Wide World.
get
that
don't
women
old, and
- Kan.-;.-s City Times.
The victim we use the term advisedly must be a patient,
man, neither the slave of time nor of
any petty feelings such as delicacy
arid sensitiveness, as otherw ise he will
fare badly at the hands of his torturer.
barber is a
For the Spanish open-aicalm man, who takes everything for
granted, and never for a inoi.fciit
doubts that you are satisfied with his
attentions and will pay him

Marvel .it an Early Age.
,

ARE CRONIES

RAT

AND

Eat, Sleep anl Play Together Pussy
Defends Her Protege from
Active Enemies.

ing his campaign, and so on.
"Let me tell you something," said
the man who has been "In." "Let
me tell you something. Don't worry
nbout the fellows who are against you.
Vnder the primary system they are
scattered far and wide. Don't get any
gray hairs over them. That won't do
you any good. To win them over you
will be wasting time and energy and
breath, because the chances are you
won't win them, anyway. If they are
against you for personal reasons that
is, if they are personal enemies, or oppose you for political causes the
chances nre they will vote against
you. Let 'em alone. Rut go where
your friends are. Go where your votes
are. Keep them sure. They're yours.
Keep 'em. They will make more votes
for you if you keep 'em in line. That's
the game."
Is he right? Do you know? Kansas
City Journal.

extracted.
Christian Henry lleinei-kenat one
year old, knew the chief events of 1h
Pentateuch. At L! months lie knew
the history of the Old Testament anil
that of the New at II months. When
lie was 'IK years old lie could answer
any ordinary question of history or
geography. He was a French and
Latin student at the age of three.

CAT

POLITICS

uous Game.

A Lavender Town.
One of the minor harvests that
promise well is that of the lavender
I
Holds.
have seen some flourishing
crops in the llitchin neighborhood recently, says a writer in the London
Mail. Comparatively few know of
this (plaint Hertfordshire town asan Imcenter, yet it
too fine a lot to be in here. Most of portant, lavender-growinyou came here through drink. Cut It has grown the sweet old herb (which
the Komans called lavendula when
out. He decent.
We all make mistakes. You have made them and so they used it to scent their baths), lias
have I. Imn't make thu same mistake distilled the flowers and sent their extwice.
That's the point. Make up tract into all parts of the world for
your minds to be right and stick to more than a century. At cutting time
it. Everybody will respect you then, people come in from miles around to
llehave as well outside as you do in- inhale the sweetness of the lields, and
the fraside and nobody will have any kick when the distilling begins
coming, llave a banana and a cigar grance of lavender is borne on the
with me." All the prisoners came up wind two miles or more from the town.
and shook hands with the sheriff. The flowers are put into the still with
Some of them were crying and many llm fresh bloom of their maturity on
promised they would try and reform. them, and fiom six pounds of such
flowers about half an ounce of oil is

President

ON

a Hot Stove.

Sheriff's Talk Taken to Heart.
An extraordinary scene ocrnrreil at
the county jail of Dutchess county, N.
Y., the other morning, when the retiring sheriff broke all precedents by
delivering a farewell speech to the
prisoners. "Hoys," be said, "you're

E. Herr,

POINTER

Practical Man Gives Advice to Friend
About to Break Into the Stren-

of
Drops
on Top of

1

Chas.

A

IN

KAI'IDLY, THE FL'TTKK IS ASSUKKI).
ON THE
LUMBER

NAILS

SASH

BUILDERS'

DOORS

PAINTS, OILS

WIRE

AND GLASS

PATENT ROOFINGS

FARM MACHINERY

CEDAR SHINGLES

BUGGIES

PORTLAND CEMENT

WAGONS

CEMENT PLASTER

AND PLOWS

POINT
HARDWARE

FU

HEAl'TIFl'L KLOOM FIELD MESA,
A TOWN

HAS

KEEN FOl'ND.

A

LOCICAL
HAS

0 WOUND
SELL!

FAST.

BEEN PLATTED INTO LOTS, WHICH

A

'TIS THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME

TO OET IN ON

OKOI'ND FLOOR.

IN VEST 10 ATE!

U

E

NO

THE

DO NOT MISS THIS OP-

PORTUNITY.
PARE CHANCES ARE HERE OFFERED
SHOPS, LIVERY

PRO-

WE NEED STORES, BLACK-

GRESSIVE MAN OR MERCHANT.
SMITH

TO THE

BARNS,

HOTEL,

K ESTA PR A NTS,

DRI'O STORE, ETC., IN FACT ANY LEGITIMATE BUSINESS
WILL FIND

A

WELCOME.

BLOOMFIELD WILL HAVE SEVERAL HUNDRED PEOPLE
INSIDE OF THREE MONTHS.

WILL YOU BE ONE!

FOR

FURTHER INFORMATION ADDRESS

George Ssi m on
Estimates carefully and promptly made, No order too large or too small to receive prompt and careful attention. Contractors and builders will find it to Iheir advantage to allow us to figure with them on all ;heir
orders.

MILL WORK

A

SPECIALTY

LAND AGENT
BLOOMFIELD

NEW MEXICO

runs as uniformly good as any part of
the (ounty. Co.nt drinking water is

The San Juan Valley

The Fifth Corner"

to fifty feet.
found at thlrty-1'iyThe enterprising piople have built a
FOLLOWING A COURSE FROM THE NORTHEAST CORNER TO THE church ami new scheolhoiise and their BY W. GOFF
BLACK. SAN JUAN COUNTY MEMBER OF THE TERRIhospitality is unbounded.
At the
CORNER, DESCRIBING
NORTHWEST
A
MAMMOTH HORSETORIAL BUREAU OF IMMIGRATION.
county fair held in Aztec in I'.tuii. CeSHOE, THE SAN JUAN RIVER CARRIES ITS TWO MILdar Hill and Riverside tarried off first
S;.n .Ti:an county. New Mexico, can of Cod and the biinie they have select
ACRE-FEEprize for the best and largest display
LION
OF WATER
EACH
YEAR
ed. Its M'hools are strictly up to, late
Every res- he ashy located on the map.
of fruit and field products.
TOWARD THE PACIFIC OCEAN
its northwest corner is the aun are referred to with especial pride
ident is a walking advertisement for
Cedar hill and they show their faith in rthwest corner of New Mexico; the by the educational authorities of the
San Juan county's future will sec first settlement in this valley was at by their works.
The new comer is so'ithui st comer ot Colorado; the territory. Its civil government is in
the San Juan valley occupy an itnpor-- ! i'.loomfield, when, railroads were un- given a rousing weleinie and every Foüthi-ascoiner of Itah: the north-cas- t the hands of aide and conscientious
taut place in its industrial develop-- known and the law was meted at the public enterprise is helped.
corner of Arizona - being the only men and its citizens prosper under it
I ';i c in the I'nited
by the sturdy
nient. Ktiterinir the ceiinty near the! muzzle of a
States where four ami are proud of it Its old ruins siig.
mouth of 1'ilie river, tile valley of the pioneers. Years of progress have
.it states and territories join. San ges' what it was thousands of years
Genius.
J i.ui county cornets at that point. Hut ago. No living man can conceive its
San Juan widens and narrows, in coin-- : seen the cowboy move on and the culmon with all the valleys of this slope. ture of the soil has replaced
him.
Genius oven, as it la the greatest it i. not to the ideographical location future greatness. The imagination
On each side of this si ream communWhere he built his branding pens good, Is the greatest harm Kmorson. ni' he that I wish to call attention. "can hardly overestimate the value and
ity ditches cover the linttom and first! now stand school houses, and where
mesa lands, and the products raised he ranged his cattle are irrigated
from the land thus watered are the! farms.
peer of any in this repon. Fruit dees!
The San Juan and Animas rivers
especially well.
join near Kartnington,
from
which
Near the mouth of l'ine river it is town the river winds northwestward
estimated that a dam would raise wa- and enters the Indian reservation beter hinh enough to cover thousands low Liberty. Several ditches are takof acres of rich land south of the San en out of the river below Karniington
Juan river. This project is a law! that cover splendid land upon which
one, costini! millions of dollars,
hut are happy homes. The extension of
it will some day lie taken out. At this the Coolidge ditch will reclaim a fine
lime reclamation projects on this: body of land, work on this extension
stream are heing constructed in two! being prosecuted at this time.
places, llclow l'ine river the Stand-- j
At the Navajo
Indian agency at
aru investment, i oinpany, composed Shiprock, Agent ". T. Sheltoti "has
"
.1
'V
,
of Denver and local capitalists, are built
a remarkable little village,
;
,
I
huildiiiK a ditch that will cover sev- largely through the labor of the In.
fWveral thousand acres of land. Part of dians.
Many
buildings
handsome
by have been erected and are now
this ditch will he completetd
i1
,
l
sprint;, as this company will set out
'
construction, all for the benefit
'
.
some "oo acres in winter
apples, of the Indians, where they may learn
he
which will
increased as the land various trades and become even more
is reclaimed.
than at present. No raAbove Illanco is the heading of the tions are Issued to these Indians, who
Citizens' ditch, which is now com- have their own flocks of sheep, goats,
pleted, and which covers about S.ium ponies and cattle, and who raise grain
acres. This ditch is twenty-twmiles
in length and follows the north bank
of the San Juan river. The soil is
Hill Section
a sandy loam, adapted to fruit growing and all crops common to this reCommencing at the Colorado stat
gion. The settlement of the lands under the Citizens' ditch will be rapid line, the Animas valley is dotted with
and add materially to the wealth of the homes of a prosperous and conthe county. Hlooinfielil, located at the tented people, who have many acres
lower end of the mesa by that name, of young orchards coming to maturity.
promises to he a town of considerahl" The first postoffico is Riverside and
importance. It lies due south of Az- surrounding is a stretch of the famous
red soil, strong in plant food, that
tec eight miles.
On the south bank of the San Juan, shows its fertility at a glance by the
heading above the Canon I.argo thrifty trees, the heavy stands of alSAN JUAN COUNTY ORCHARD SCENE, NEAR AZTEC.
Courtesy C. E. Spath,
mouth, is the Hammond ditch. This falfa and the great crops of corn and
comgrain.
On
both
of
the
sides
river
is
a
community
coverditch,
ing about ,'!,:,uo acres, anil an exten- munity irrigation ditches climb higher
San Juan county "the fifth corner"
extent of the development of its natusion of this canal would cover an ad- and higher along the valley, giving a
Wisdom in Old Adages.
has a "corner" on more good things, ral r sources. Today it is a diamond
water supply.
ditional 1,(1011 acres. This extension never-failinand
"Strike when the iron is hot"
exi ting, and to come, than any other in the rough.
The polish will be
Several miles down the valley widis now being surveyed.
I'nder the
keep it hot by striking. "Take time section of the coining empire of the added later; the workman has been
Hammond ditch may be found thrifty ens to embrace the region known as
away,"
V' t.
speak without fear of con- engaged at it but a few short years
orchards and fields, that prove the the Codal Hill section, a continuation while time is, for time will
country to be fertile and productive. ol .the red soil of the higher valley the Knglish say. The Spanish proverb! tradiction and stanu ready and willing and already the lustre and brilliancy
Heading still higher than the Ham- At Cedar Hill was located the first has it: "When the fool has made up to prove every remark. Its geographi- ol this gem of all counties has shone
allorth and its rays attracted the eye
mond ditch, and also on tinsouth bridge in San Juan county across the his mind the market has gone by." cal location is without a peer. Its
bank of the river, is the survey of the Animas river, at the old Cox crossing, The old Latins said: "Opportunity has lium t perfect climate is matchless. Its of the progressive settler ami busiIrrigation
Titrley Ditch Co., said to cover ltl.niiu built, by A. 1'. Craves. Here the early hair in front, behind sho is bald; 11 soil is of the very best, or better than ness man and capitalist.
acres and application
for which is settlers located, and today is found a you seize her by the forelock, you may tie- host. Its water supply is much enterprises are at work and under
than is to lie found way. I. and values are increasing day
community, the large hold her; but if suffered to escape, liiore a mi ml :t
pending to organize a Carey Act dis- thickly-settlefarms having been subdivided and the not Jupiter himself can catch her in any other arid belt, ami being fed by day. The keen kings of the railtrict.
b distant snow and
moun- road world appreciate the situation,
Kstimated roughly, the land that fruit Industry receiving earnest attenagain "
tains, is maintained throughout the have made their surveys into San
will come under irrigation in the San tion. This section and Riverside ensummer months.
Its present popula- Juan county and have actual construcJuan valley within the next few years joy the distinction of raising peaches
raper an a oanoage.
tion represents the netu ' class of set-ll- . tion work now under way.
is over liu.iKiii acres or as much as is with almost unfailing regularity. The
nothing
cut
slight
is
a
there
For
The Fifth Corner," this
now- - cultivated in the entire county.
.s. intelligent, approci. live fruit
higher altitude may keep the peach
fruitgrowing San
Tributary to the San Juan vailey buds back in early spring, accounting better to control the hemorrhage than grower and agriculturist, pi igiessive
common unglazed paper, such as is ;. i: energetic business man. ,'s many Juan county lias been noticed and beare vast stretches of grazing lands, for this fact.
upon which cattle, sheep and horses
Cedar Hill produces apples and all used by grocers and market men churches demonstrate the spin, of re- come known. A few years ago San
ligious faith and couientuient an love Juan county, New Mexico, was com
live the year around and grow fat.The fruit of a high grade, and the soil here Bind a pleca on the cut.
!
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189- 0-For Twenty Years -1- 910
Established twenty years i''n the House of Williams litis ever since lieeti ft
"Ixioster" for San Juan County ami for twenty years we have heen the leaders in
the dry i;oods and iirocery business.
Kvcrythitiii in t lie way of roceries and clotliitnr, has, and always will he, found
at this store. We have pleased and satisfied you, we have assisted to the best of our
about the wonderful growth of this count rv.
abilitv in brine-in-

Our stock of

shoes is

complete.-W-

carry only

standard
and guarantee to
makes
jilease you, both in the wearing qualities and in price.

The

i'

i

:

'

-
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AND

COI W. W. WILLIAMS, Pres.
J. U. WILLIAMS,
II. I). AIUtAMS, Secretary
Vice-I'rest-

KHlCn M'NKKIl
C. W. McCOY

$30,000

,

Aztec
Does

a

ness.

regular banking
Buys and

and domestic
money

and

.

T. A. IMKKCH, Cashier
A. (!. KAMSOWKIt. Asst. Cashr.
S. (). I'INKSTAI'V

Paid Up Capital

time deposits

FRANK 0. TOWNSKNI)
J. 9. HAUT.MAN

busi-

sells foreign

exchanges. Loans
interest

pays
: :

: :

on
: :

Solicits Your Patronage

For Twenty Years More
retain this leadership, and then for longer than that again. We are
permanently established.
Our reputation is of the best, we have pleased you and
expect to continue so doing. We are pleased with the patronage you have given us.

.

STOCKHOLDERS

Bank

In our furnishings and dress
goods line we are acknowledged the leaders, and why
not ? We carry a most
and select stock of the
üiost seasonable goods.

i

i

OFFICERS

Citizens

of

paratively unknown. The time is
tie.ii at hand when this "Fifth Corto r" will be widely known as one of
the four which locates the boundary
to; the richest
lines al ove i forre.
and most prosperous fruit, farming
indi st rial and coal district on the
W'cMcrn Slope.
Only three or four years ago the
old tune mail coach or stage could be
mvii daily, en route from Durango,
Colorado, to Atec, New Mexico, and
on to Fannington, returning with its
mail and passengers. During those
days and for years prior thereto, occasional bints escaped the passengers
retarding "A Most Delightful
"Cleat Water Supply," "Rich,
Virgin Soil.
rhousands of Acres of
Fine Land," "A Paradise for Crowing
Fruit." etc. Samples of the superior
fruit then grown here were sent out by
wag-mhauled for miles and took first
in ii in s at the fairs.
Coloiul Dave Day collected and
!ui'e, a trainload of apples, labeled
'Without a Worm," and which astonished and delighted apple growers and
sellers wherever inspected. Tin y were
ven alter the long wag-o"1 erl'eetion"
haul to Durango the nearest, railroad point at that time. Time has
changed the transportation facilities.
A standard gauge
railroad takes the
products to Durango now ami other
railroads are building towards San
.iuaii county; immigration has started
tin way; tie- great, sufficient and
water supply has been brought
to the attention of capitalists and expert engineers and been thoroughly
investigated and approved; it is more
than ample to water all of the thousands of acr.-- of rich lauds; high-lincanals have been laid out to reclaim
the vast acreage; rich, fertile mesas
and glades will soon blossom with
fruit and vegetation: yes. at least half
a million of acres w ill come under
by the construction of these
high lines. "What?" the old chronic
Hut the
kicker says, "Impossible."
skdled. praithal civil engineer says:
"F asible" in construction; ample
water supply in the natural flow of
th ' streams; finest and most productive fruit and fanning lands to be
found anywhere. The bonding hanker
relies upon the civil engineel's judg-in- i
lit and takes up the bonds and the
capital is furnished for construction
We have had these
and development.
iil and irrigation engineers here;
ie best talent the West can produce;
tiiusatiils of dollars have been
to determine the feasibility
ami practicability of the high lines
and alter the most rigid surveys and
investigations the final report of all
exception, is:
th eXpelts. without
And.
"Feasible, practical, profitable."
in.lurally, the cream of the local busi-and
ss men, pushers, developers
I, oine builders stay with the engineer,
fin' on his lecominendalious railroads
l::ive been constructed and brought
forth enormous agricultural, horticultural, mining and other developments,
c'tn's built and irrigating canals which
vast deserts and
reclaimed
hav
them into beautiful, proslaiisfor
pen us and happy homes. The results
attained in- the civil engineer, fol- .
lowed by the worker and the capital-i.-iare now in evidence in San Juan

We hope to

if

Our grocery department excels. Xo matter what you want, or when you want it,
it is in town you will find it at this store.

W. H. Williams & Son

T. A. Pierce
Fire Insurance and
Surety Bonds

Abstracts
Insurance
Farm Loans
CONVEYANCING

Fred Bunker, Abstracter

T. A. Pierce, Notary Public

GIVE US A CALL
13

LEADING COMPANIES

AZTEC, NEW MEXICO

canal, which,
county, an tlii' high-lint- ;
t!.. ti'h iK'iststciit, patient ami innlli- declared positivent work has
ly feasible, moans to the county additional thousands of acres of fruit and
thousands upon thoufiiiin; it
sands of prosperous, htippy homes; it
un ans that San Juan county will soon
he the richest and most desirable
1

M'-an-

coi;iily for tin; liouieseoUer and Imsl-ys man; it means new industries; it
and
additional schools
means
churches; it means now cities ami
towns; it means additional railroads
and connection with its croat coal
I'i' ld:; and a trunk line to the Pacific
coast and the eoalint; of ocean vessels, and unlimited transportation for
its manifold products, to all points in
coinpi tition with the products of all
ether sections and to localities dependent upon San Juan county for supIt is difficult
plies, and for export.
to uive an adecpiate idea of the trans
formation which takes place under
irrisuch development as the hifh-lintation canals will accomplish.
It has been my purpose in this article to somply rotor to San Juan
county. New Mexico, "The Fifth Corway and without
in a toiii-raner"uto details, knowat t tnptinu' to
ing that your special edition will
abluid in facts, finares and description. My uiei titiijs to any and all sections of the 1'nited States. "Watch
'The Fifth Corner' (irow!"

of this move, as well as the
ciency of Mr. George Eversole,

inspector.
Flora Vista
welcome to the
inspection of as
Sunnv San Juan

eifl-th-

e

extends the hand of
stranger, and Invites
fair a country as the
can boast.

The Fertile La Plata Valley
Traveling northwest from Aztec
about fifteen miles the .stranger
en the I .a ITata valley, famous
for its productive soil and superb
fruit and farm products. This valley
river,
is traversed by the l.a Plata
which has its source in the mountains
llenof the same name in Colorado,
are the great coal beds toward which
railroads have long cast their eyes.

rant the opening of the great veins
which lie under a great part of the
land. Its coal resources, however, are
not I.a Plata's most valued asset.
Flowing annually to waste down the
l.a Plata river, some 30,tm0 acre-foo- t
if water comprise a source of wealth
that works easily under all conditions unbounded when confined to water t,io
and that holds moisture well. Com- broad acres that invite the hand of
munity ditches in operation for man;, ntelligence.
years, irrigate several thousand acres
At this writing a great develop
valley, the ohhr ment plan is being consummated by
of this splendid
ranches producing fine fruit, as we!' he La Plata Land & Irrigation Comas the heaviest cuttings of hay ane pany, which owns over 7,n00 acres of
grain. Two postoffices, one named I
and, embraced in what is known loPlata and the other Pendleton, serve cally as the "Prewilt Pasture." This
the people of the valley. Stores ai company has a force at work completing the dam for their first, reservoir,
located at both these places.
the coal mine located just above the state line, and
Near Pendleton
promise to he thick as red apples 01 which will be completed in time to
a limb, when railroad facilities war supply water to the land for 1!M"
Several coal mines in this valley now
supply a large part of the coal burned
in Aztec.
la Plata valley widens out below
the Colorado Mate line, and divides
into bottom, first and second
mesa
hinds. The soil is a red sandy loam

crops. The big canal which cover?
this land was built some years ago
Mid takes its heading from the La
Plata river direct. In the first part
of the irrigating
season the watei
supply in the river is amide and the
reservoir will supplement this river
supply in the latter part of thet season. It is the intention of this company to sell and It is selling, this 7,000
acres in tracts of ten acres each,
which assures a dense population,
good towns,
modern conveniences,
and a high production in fruit, for
which this land is especially suited.

are taking

growers

Practical fruit

hold of this -i Plata land, and their
judgment will be amply vindicated.
Two good schools are maintained
Tlata, and
on upper and lower a
church services are hold regularly.
l-

The new Arizona

&

Colorado

rail-

road will work wonders for this smiling valley, putting it in touch with a
market that grants the highest price
and the right of preference to such
products as are here raised in highest
perfection and greatest quantity. The
investor alike are
homeseekor and
here given the hint to make at once
for La Plata, the "granary of San
Juan county,'' and one of its chief ob
jects of pride.
ERMS USED

IN

WALL STREET

Meaning of Investment,
Margin Trading, Gambling and
Sure Thing.
If a nitm buys

$10,000

worth

of

wnds, pays the money for them, locks
hem up in his
box and
vaits for the Interest, that Is making
in investment, says Lipplncott's
safe-depos-

Mag-tzin-

"-P'i-

Flora Vista
st spot in the Animas val
Flora Vista, a short six miles
Aztec. Here are to bo found
of the largest orchards and best
kept farms in the county. From the
shipping station of Flora Vista the
railroad takes as much fruit and other
products as probably from any other
one i oint. The soil surrounding Flora Vista is fertile, the growing trees
and crops comparing favorably with
any other section. The people aro enterprising and have built two churches
and the past year have added two now
rooms to the public school building.
Around Flora Vista many new orchards will lie coming into bearing the
present year, and a boom seems ready
to strike this neighborhood.
Tributary to this place the Illinois
ditch will "ph'i'o some 2,'ion acres under irrigation on the west bank of the
Animas river, and the Kdeti will make
over á.unn acres on the east side of the
river tributary. 'I his, in addition to
the land already under cultivation,
will make Flora Vista one of the most
important distributing centers in the
county.
For years the onions raised at Flora
Vista have excelled, and prize after
prize has gone here from fairs. The
people are alive to the importance of
producing the very best of every product and have a deserved reputation
in this line. The bee industry is encouraged in this precinct, which is the
only one In the county to have a bee
inspector appointed in an endeavor to
eradicate foul brood. The shipments
of honey every year show the wisdom

wide-awak- e

I

l--

The
ley is
below
many

The people are an industrious,
class, who have
ts fine a valley as lies in oil the West,
rnd who are constantly striving to
better the grade of their products.
I.a Plata produces the fine horses for
which the immediate market in the
mountain towns seems insatiable.
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If he orders $10,000 worth of bonds
longht for his account, puts up $1,000
is collateral and then sits around for
the bonds to go up, that Is trading on

VS

V...

.

. "i

margin.
If he meets a pretty girl, falls in
'ove with her, finds out that she has
11,000,000 in her own right, gets wit- aessos to prove that she has a fine
disposition and is a good housekeep-ir-;
in short, gathers all the evidence
beforehand that she will make
an
Ideal wife, why, that Is gambling.
If he enters politics from disinterested motives, sees a rotten condition,
nakes up his mind to reform it,
makes no compromises with anybody,
stands on his merit, fights an honest
"ight, wins, puts his reform through
and then sits around and waits to see
It become
a permanent one that's
speculation.
If he marries a poor girl and she
flies and leaves him with four children, and he marries another poor
girl and she dies and leaves him with
four children, and he marries another
poor girl and she dies and leaves him
with four children, and then the children grow up and he calls them together In his old age and says;
"Don't worry, boys and girls!
When
was young I was cute enough to
save up some cash so that I could
take care of myself all right without
calling on you. Now, I don't need
any of you, so you can all run right
rflmg and he good" that's a sure
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WE'VE BEEN THERE BEFORE
This Exhibit Won 1st, 2nd, 3rd Ribbons and general Sweepstakes at Colorado State Fair in 1907. Notice Line of Ribbons Hanging in Front of Exhibit. Each
One Representing a First Prize Won by This County.

EdiSon Phonographs
und Records

Eustman ftodahl

and Supplies

findngton

Asks the Philosopher.
"Ef you stan' in your own light how
kin you expect other people to find
ou in a hurry?"

THE AZTEC BAKERY
FRESH BREAD
PIES
CAKES
CONFECTIONERY
ICE CREAM
CANNED GOODS
CIGARS

SPECIAL ATTENTION

TO GOVERN-

SOFT DRINKS

MENT LAM) CLAIMS AND IRRIGAROOMS FOR LODGING IN CONNECTION

TION LAW.

MRS. E. C. DALTON, Prop.

WARING
and
M

NEW MEXICO.

AZTEC LIVERY, FEED

ANGH AM

AZTEC.

N. M.

STABLES

&

L. F. BATES

SALE
CO.,

Props.

JEWELERS
WATCHES,

err

CLOCKS,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

GLASS, HAND PAINTED CHINA. NOVELTIES,

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

TOURISTS and LAND SEEKERS

ETC.

fjB?

AZTEC, N. M.

Painting,
Sign Writing, Frescoing,
Graining.
Paper-Hangin-

Commercial Men Recommend Our Teams and Drivers

VISIT THE OLD AZTEC RUINS

g

BETWEEN

TRAINS.

ONE MILE FROM AZTEC.
TRA CHARGE.

EXPERIENCED

GUIDES

FURNISHED

WITHOUT

EX-

CAREFUL DRIVERS

3
Work done in all parts
of the county.
10. tf. iDeddingten,
Stationery

Boohs

Ti l.. AZT1C,

Azke,

X

.

The Livery which is situated

In

the most central part

of the County.

Drives made from this point more easily

than from any other

Landseekers will find public records at Aztec, the County Seat

hand to mouth on the proceeds of
wages or salary received Saturday
night, and the greater part of it spent
the same evening to keep alive the

Possibilities of this County
EXIST HERE FOR THE MAN OF SMALL
SOME OPPORTUNITIES
TRACTS AND MEANS TO SECURE NICE INCOME FIVE ACRES
BEATS FIVE DOLLARS A DAY

another

i

y.

l'rb to this period roving bands of
l.lciai
viewed with
evidences
of riuc i'tit si ni civ ilized inhabitants of
ti e '.: liley. mesa and mountain of this
'
t, no doubt wondering as we do
t( 'i:r. at
in
lie marvelous progress
tid;
of the soil and advancement in
' dure
HI
practiced and possessed
Happy Days.
b
se wonderful people.
know
Harold "I
that I'm not
this portion of the past of this
worthy of you, darling." The Kair One
ry we w ill sav but little.
"Remember that, Harold, and my
tice the i lit ire absence of any form
'
marriage life is sure to be happy."
solely upon were thrown out with pick and shovel
I'a. eoe"' tint l';e-cand soon it was ascertained that tins
section contained a world's wealth in
itself.
4
At a still later period came the ea1
lie man with his herd also, l.ool.un:
for worlds to compter, wiih his
increasing demand for a greater rano.
lia'
Neither was he of that class
would easily change his occupation,
that of "cattle king," a line of I", si
t!cr, yh
ness that fed from the crib provided by
"
nature's lavish hand, a business that
grew and flourished while the ovvtiei
slept, to that of tiller of the soil. And
et such golden opporlllllil ies as Seemed slipping past oath day. curiosity us
much as anything prompted linn to
test the experiment. And soon in many
instances the herds of cattle were disposed of, and the proceeds in great
measure used to build and prepare l"i
greater expansion in this field of on
exploitable opportunities.
At a still later period came the rail
'
and now
road, the great civilizer,
where once only the coyote roamed at
night, and the flockmaster grazed bis
herds in the daytime safely housing
from the vicious beasts of the fool
,'"
4
hills and mountains at night, blooming
orchards are bringing golden harvests
to the happy husbandman, and as to
the future, lime alone can tell the for. la, ,
tunes that await him.
There is at this tipie perhaps, ac
cording to best estímale, üá.imii acres
of land under irrigation within the
borders of (he county.
Much of this is being annually
planted to fruit, every variety of
to
which seems especially adapted
this clime.
PLENTY OF WATER IN SAN JUAN STREAM.
Two million acres of the best qual
Courtesy C. E. Spath.
ity of soil within the borders of the
tradition, anything that we might say territory of New Mexico, consisting ot
most entirely with his own labor, so
In iig dependent upon tradition, would mesa and vallev, rich beyond ooinpar
The "Bug Bible."
that ho will produce from it not only
so
by having
been
made
The Bug ltililo is so called because Hot be considered of much value. We ison,
the principal part of the food for his
vast
own family during the year but in ad- of its rendering of I'salm 01:5: know that at some ancient period in the recipient of drainagi from the
evergreen slopes lying to the north
and
history
valleys
world's
these
the
over
money
of
a
in
net
profit
dition
"Afraid of bugs by night." Our pressns were under a high state of col- and above us, also to the east and
$l,onn.
ent version (A. 1). l.'i.'il), reads: "Ter- ni' alien,
.lust when, how and by whom west, all around us, so to speak, and
li'
"Now, where is the clerk, or mech- ror by night."
wo can only conjecture, ami that with these slopes w liich for uncounted con
anic or factory operative who is doing
ttiries have continually poured forth
ii o great degree of certainly.
as well as that, especially where the
with every freshet copious draughts of
lie seventies and eighties
During
five acre fanner owns his liomecroft
fertility, in fact, perfect volumes of
The Safer Side.
the nativo herdsman with his flock soil unsurpassed, and of umiuestioned
clear of debt and pays no rent.
It Is better to err by leaving un- came down the rivers, San Juan and depth, until now what were once
"It is this practical application of said what ought to have been said
as Animas, from the plains of Colo- deep and cavernous channels ami
to
should
lead
idea
that
the homecrol't
than by saying what ought not to rado nnd unmolested
soon became chasms have grown to be vast plains
thouof
the industrial emancipation
paid.
been
surveyed.
have
There and wide valleys waiting, patieiulv
be
all
of
monarch
sands of men who are now living from
di.-da-iu

di-t-

'

i

in

'

nn miles away.
Let him go where
they are raised and raise them himself on his own land for his own talde
and he can have all the melons he
can eat, through the whole ripening
period of the melon crop, and they will
cost so little that it is a question
of only a few cents rather than dollars. A few hours labor on the part
of the man himself will yield a return
of more melons than the family could
eat. during the whole melon season.

On

i'.

Good.

waiting to be made blossom as the
rose, only by the turning of the volumes of surplus water now flowing
practically
unmolested
to the sea,
down our three splendid rivers.
To attempt to predict the future of
this country, when this vast area
shall have been placed under irrigation, when the limitless beds of coal
have been opened up, when transportation futilities now in sight and fast
approaching shall have in eti concluded, when thousands upon thousands of
acres of vvliat is How wild (leaf lands
only waiting for water and the plow
shall have been treated with both, as
will occur wi'hiti a very few years,
seems like attempting the impossible.
To all this, vvlieii we come to add
1'.' advaiiiag's of the most generous
comfortable climate that is found on
the globe wo can but conclude that
ours is the land of milk and honey,
thai is promised only io the faitlii.il
The woisi that we can truthfully
i'teil'c' for ibis ciainlry surely cannot
fad i" impress the seeker of health,
vve.ilili and happiness with 'he kimwl-- i
dr. that ours is a vast land of gold' n
T. IV
opportunities.

Mlin.

Jt

one-tent-

blackberries.

Weather

was great plenty for everyone, and to
spare.
Cabins were built out of adobo,
many of which still remain to mark
the habitation of the earliest modem
inhabitant.
These were not a people who do
lighted to till the soil, as the present
day inhabitant, yet his latent curiosity
prompted him to experiment with
fruit and vegetable seeds in away that
soon demonstrated beyond doubt that
these spicious lands were good for oilier than grazing purposes alone.
Small patches near the river's brink
were plained, snia'l irrigating ditcher

...

kitchen.
In a recent conversation with u farmer of this class near Phoenix, in the
Salt River Valley, he remarked to the
writer of this article that l':om a
quarter of an aero of strawberries that
he cultivated, he had sold $1."" worth
of strawberries the previous year, besides having picked for his own use
all that his family of five could eat.
"How many clerks or mechanics or
factory operatives in the large cities
are living under conditions that permit of anything like that? How often
do they get strawberries in the course
of a year and what do they pay for
them? And bear in mind that the
five acre farmer in the Salt River Valley when ho has strawberries to eat
can cover them with the richest of
cream in any desired quantity.
"Another Illustration might be
drawn from cantaloupes. In the Salt
of an acre of
River Valley
land will produce 2,onn cantaloupes.
The labor of cultivating and picking,
crating and shipping, transporting and
distributing the melons, including the
profits of the commission merchant
and the retail fruit dealer, or the corner grocery man who finally sells them
f) the consumer, brings the price of
cantaloupes up to ten cents a melon
to those who buy them in Chicago or
in the otho big cities in the east.
"The workingman in Chicago pays
ten cents for a cantaloupe raised 2,

"Take

All

Sunshine Is delicious, rain Is re
freshing, wind braces up, snow is ex- hilarating; there Is no such tiling as
bad weather, only different kinds of
good weather. líusldn

one-quart-

duces and consumes on his own table,
He pays no commissions, or middle-man's profit or freight transportation
upon anything that he produces for
home consumption on his own garden
farm his homecrol't. It. needs to be
transported only from the place where
it grew at home to his own stomach.
Ho need bear no burden of factory
waste, unless it takes place in his ow n

lie past, little is known, except
a period coveting perhaps forty
j oar-t"- li of the history of this famous
ft r

1

ticle describes.
"The man with five acres of land,
who knows how to cultivate it to diversified fruit and garden crops, and
who knows how to raise poultry and
to care for a cow, applies the motto
'Direct from the consumer to the con
sumer" to everything lie himself pro-

ot

next week."'

place in the Salt River Valley the
owner of it pointed out live rows of
blackberries, and said:
"I picked!
over $ im worth of blackberries from
each one of those five rows." The
plot of berries was not over
of an acre, making a product of
from that small piece of land.
This was in addition to all the family
wanted to eat during the whole black-berry season.
"Any intelligent, industrious, thrifty
and economical man who knows how
can so cultivate five acres of land, al

George H. Maxwell had the following article in I recent number of Maxwell's Talisman, and so well does it
apply to Aztec and vicinity that we
The conditions here
reproduce it.
are ripe for just such work as the ar-

Our Past, Present, Future

'

k,

V

'

I

I

We Are the Leaders

Get Yourself a Home
In San Juan County

unev

this sketch, was born In Hartón
County, Missouri, in 1871. Took a courso in farm education along
with his public and private school work. This being something of a
burden he turned his attention to pedagogy for a year. That proving
too hard on the children, ho tin ;eht ho would be a better hand at
pulling teeth, so he started to st iiool again. Got through the hazing
by sliding some nnd finally cani" "tit on graduation day a
the subject

of

Production

.

.

of Mica.

ion of mica in this country for the last year was valued al a
little more than a quarter of a million dollars. Nearly all of this is used
in the electrical industry, us mica Is

The product

one of the best Insulating materials
known.

DiTon Co
$()()(),()()().()()

Shares Par Value $."().))

YOU CAN'T GO WRONG
R. II. Howard,

hcj

Belgian
Horse lairs, held almos; coin inuu,i-ly- ,
have help' d to make I'.olgium tic
greatest hor.-- e breeding country of Its
size in the world. The fairs are largely attended by foreign buyers, espe
chilly Germans, who purchase ;r,,n(Hi
horses a year al these exhibitions. It
Is estimated that Ihetv are new ;!"H.horses In llelginni, a country not
quite as largo as the state of Maryland, which has just about half that
number of Iioi'm ;.

Capital
l'J.OOO

WHY?

of Affection for Paris Dead
Foreign visitors to the cemetery of
Pero I.a ('liaise in Paris often vvmnle
at the tributes of affection
ported
Many I'lvm h peopl
on the graves.
refuse to believe tli.it their dead can.
not enjoy the good tilings they used
to like when alive
Mothers bring fruits ar.d svveeti and
leave them on the tombstones of their
children. The graves of older people are freq ietiily spread wi;li wine,
beer and tobacco, and there is lor was
last year) one affectionate father who
leaves a potato salad o:. his son's
Sunday.
tombstone every
Parisian
street prowlers are of course well
aware of this practlcp, and despite lio
vigilance of the cemetery guardians
manage to pilfer many a meal from
the graves.

Tributes

Kacli

PIUECTOltS

President

Col. W. H. Williams
Dr. M. 1). Taylor
S. (). Pinkstaff

Jay Turley,
V. G.

C. K

Townscnd
G. Turley,

Walter

.luiin N.
C.

K

Treasurer
Secretary and General Manager
.laqiu z
lr. Henry tiray
Engineer

d

1). D. S.

eked good, but R. H. started West
The ranch in old Missouri
and struck Uucna Vista, Color to, with a D. 1). S. sign, so hung
was very good as times went by,
out his shingle. The balance
but a Hill was encountered and i' D. D. S. went back to old Missouri
in
ral.
a benedict, settling at his old ho,
Now a broader field was foiu.d along with the dental work, and a
his burdens. Three years' hard
local telephone exchange add ni
work and that business was sol i and the family went West again.
Aztec was short a permaneii- I). D. S. sign; the rhinglo was again
floating on the breeze, but the at .eh looked good again and the dental work was practically laid as;.:- - for two years, but the lure of the
office was too strong and Aztc oems to have a permanent fixture.
1.

Because our Dry Goods and Ladies' Wen ring Apparel

de-

partments always contain the latest, the newest, the best, the
cream of (lie market, and purchases are made with an eye single
to your purse and taste.
Because intelligent buying in our Gents' Fiiniisliiii!,' and
Shoe departments has provided the general public with an

portunity to purchase dependable niercliandi.se equal to any

op-

in

sb-.-

style and quality and our prices are right.
Because our Groceries are always fresh and we keep in constant touch with til markets, thereby giving our customers the
benefit of close buying.

"The Sunny San Juan" is proverbial for fine climate bees fly around
in the year the thermometer seldom goes down to zero.
We have, in San Juan County, as much water r.s all the rest of
according to U, S. records for lriOG.
combined 5,721,(1(10 acre-feet- ,

every week

"The soil is fully up to the standard; Is capable of the highest possible
duty of water, and its mechanical consistency can hardly be Improved," says
the U. S. Sol! Expert (Trot. T. J. Tinslcy), 1908.
lT. S. G. S. Uulletin No. 31G says tho "Durango-Gallucoal fields contain
Mo.imhi.iioo.OU1)
tons of marketable coal, figuring on a basis of ten feet over
i lie area," and
in the report of the Honorable Secretary of the Interior, to
Congress early in lfli)'.l, he says, "There are lül.onO.OOO.Oüü tons of marketable
i oal in the northwestern
New Mexico coal fields."
Resides coal, we have fire clay, as also several other kinds of valuable
day, cement materials, gypsum, building stone, nnd many kinds of minerals
and post timand mineral products yet undeveloped; also plenty of
ber of the best quality.
Hundreds of thousands of sheep, goals, cattle, horses and burros winter
out on our open ranges every w inter without a pound of hay or grain.
This Is the newest settled portion of the entire Southwest, as the first
settlers came in 1S"(, and as yet is not one per cent, developed. Just think
of the chances awaiting those who will come and work with us in developfire-woo- d

Aztec Meat MarKet
Fred w. townsend, prop.

ing it.

Unanimous

On the basis of fair capitalization of our natural resources we have,
counting coal, land and water, etc., over $iri),Oitn,onnii,(iiin .m) worth, or enough
to make 150,000 millionaires, or more than nny other one county in the
t
Cnlted States, and more than any one of over half of the United States
disprove this statement, if you can: So it is hard to find a better place
for a home or investment.
The San Juan "big red apple" is known wherever the fruit is marketed,
and everything grown in a like climato produces abundantly.
The Territorial Engineer in his recent report to tho Governor, in speaking of tho big San Juan Project, of which the Turley ditch is a part, says
it is "Located In San Juan County; derives its water supply from tho San
Juan River, and is the largest (irrigation) project that has ever been undertaken in tho United States, and much credit should bo given to Jay Turley.
O. E., In bringing this proposition to the position where capital has beconie

approval has been given our establishment.

now-jus-

Transact your business where facilities are the best, qualities are

BEEF,

high, goods are many and prices are right.

FISH AND VEGETABLES
ALWAYS ON HAND. : :

MUTTON, PORK,

HIGHEST PRICE PAID
FOR DRY HIDES.

:

:

:

nn

Bailey

RSI

mm
UWI

The Leaders

A

Trial Order Appreciated

Azteo

Telephone

New Mexico

White

interested."
Tho Turley Ditch Company proposes to have a canal completed for 20,000
acres by next season, besides over á.OOO horsepower developed. Perpetual
water rights nro Inseparably attached to each nnd every share, of capital
Mock. Tho llttlo man's Interests are protected as well as the big one's. The
officers of this company are all men strong financially and of tho highest
standing and Integrity, nnd vouchsafe to all investors tho highest of business
standards on business lines. For nny further Information or terms and prices
on water rights nnd land, address the secretary.
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JAY TURLEY,

AZTEC,

NEW MEXICO

Proprietor

K. V. WILSON

KOIiT.

K.

& Mgr.

WILSON.... Lililor

Official County Paper
Terms
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Subscription:

$L"'i
Year
"."
Six Mmiilis
o
Three Months
It account has to hi placed for collection, $2 per year will he charged.
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Nile Valley;
WEST SURPASS IN FERTILITY
EGYPT'S

FAMED

ill 1i

FOUR POTATOES

TO

A

YARD

B i'

GROWN

20 TO A BUSHEL
N. M.

BY JOHN

SUTLIFFE, AZTEC,

GAR-

DEN SPOT.

$l,rini per acre to individual own- which carry the water into adjacen;
This is a conservative estimate, liehls. The limited supply ot avail
based upon tacts carefully prepared by able land is certain to raise prices
rapidly, and the time Is likely not far
expert observers.
farm under
Thousands of years ago the Toltee distant when a
civilization was founded upon these cultivation will be worth from $U,immi
fertile valleys. The came inexhaust- t i $lii,iiiMi in cash."
ible rivers were tapped for irrigation
One Comfort.
but on a vastly iiunv limited scale.
A certain lady prides herself upon
Some of the irrigating ditches still
remain, in puny contrast with the always looking at the bright side ot
mammoth dams and reservoirs being things.
built bv the 1'. S. government, which
"My dear," moaned her husband ono
will accumulate water enough in a day recently, as he
tossed restlessly on
single season to irrigate millions of
his bed, "It's the doctor I'm thinking
acres.
of. What a bill his will be!"
First and foremost is alfalfa king
"Never mind, Joseph," said his wlie.
ot lorage plants, from six to ten tons
"You know there's the Insurance
to the acre. It is self perpetuating
requires no resetting for years and money." Stray Stories.
annuallv enriches the soil it thrives
on rather than exhausts it. Its deep
growing roots draw moisture from
the undersoil and nitrogen from the
upper air the two most valuable
elements of fertility in any clime.
Profits average $i;o per acre and someRipe strawberries on
times more.
Christmas day are not uncommon.
Truck gardening continues throughout the year, yielding produce abundant for early market. A winter crop
of Herminia onions has viehled as high
as $.;imi per acre. An acre ol cantaloupes is worth $4011 and an acre of
t

That the wealth of ancient Kgypt
and wonders snrpassici; those of the
alley ol' the Nile are contained in
New Mexico is the statement made
li
tile Chicago Tribune in a recent
whic h tells of the aims and objects of the great land irrigations
exposition to ,e li .lil in the Windy
City in November. The Tribune says:
"Herein, traversed by rivers like
the Nile, stretches the Kgypt of the
New world, as much richer in agricultural wealth as modem methods of
farming are more productive than the
crude tillage of old. The great valleys
of the IVcos, Ilio (runde, Sail Juan,
Animas, Salt Klver and lower ('(dorado contain the same alluvial soil
which made Kgvpt so fertile in the
days of the Pharaohs. There is the
same clear, luminous atmosphere overhead, the same delicious
climate,
tlie same dependence upon irrigating
Overs.
Without water this garden
spot of tlic modern world would be
as arid as Sahara -- with water it is
beginning to yield a fabulous wealth.
A single acre has been known to
earn
$1,0011 worth of produce in a year.
"In his message to Congress, in
.speaking of the lower valley of the
Colorado,
looevclt said'
'A most conservative estimate after
lull development, must place the gross
pioducls troin this laud at not less
than $Tou an acre per year, every ten
ai res of which will support a family
when tinder intense cultivation. Much
land will be worth from $,'iimi
is.-ii-e

of-th-

than perhaps any other irrigated districts in the Vnited States.
IF EVERY CUBIC FOOT OF WATER FLOWING THROUGH THIS FERIt is from the San Juan river as
TILE COUNTY IN ONE YEAR SHOULD BE HELD BACK, IT
illustrated here, that the Citizens
The few cubic
canal takes its water.
WOULD COVER 5,742 SQUARE MILES TO A DEPTH OF
P et the Citizens canal will take from
ONE AND
this mighty stream will affect it about
FEET. NEW IRRIGATION
in the same ratio as taking a drop of
PROJECTS ARE NOW BUILDING TO USE
water out of a bucket.
A future article will deal with the
SOME OF THIS WATER.
supply of land in San Juan county
upon which the 5,inii,uun acre feet of
Water! water everywhere in San Juan Is about l.fou.ooo acre feet.
Verily, the
The La Plata river drains the Jm water may be utilized.
Juan county. Water in quantities at
every season of the year sufficient to Plata mountain region in southwestUmd of Promise is the Sunny San
Water that Is ern Colorado, the mountains rising to Juan, and it invites thrifty citizens to
llood the county.
worth millions of dollars in any irri- an altitude of Pl.noii feet.
Its drain- whom rich rewards are certain.
gated country and worth that to San age basin Is approximately Sim square
Juan county, with its fertile land and miles and its annual delivery of water
Bird Sanctuary In Town Common.
into the San Juan averages 2no,oou
temperate climate.
growth of the garden city,
The
.
The San Juan river which is the
Letchworth, threatens to drive birds
county's principal stream, has its
During the rainy season the drainto more secluded srots. To prevent
source in the San Juan, Needle and age basin of the Pomp, Gobernador,
propose to convert
Oso mountains along the continental Largo, Gallegos, and Chusca canyons this the directors
divide in Colorado.
Its waters em- and arroyas furnish enormous quanti- Norton Common, in the center of the
town, into a bird sanctuary. Here
pty into the Colorado river in Vtah ties of water.
weeds, grasses, berries and fruits of
and lind their way to the Gulf of
The total delivery of water of the
California and the Pacific Ocean. The San Juan river at the points where it various kinds which are pleasing to
river drains more than ".nun square Hows out of San Juan county is about birds will be cultivated and part of
miles of territory at and above an eleacre-fee- t
annually, or as has the common will be fenced in for nestvation of .X.lin feet, some of the peaks been said, sufficient to inundate the ing. London Daily Mall.
in its drainage basin rising to a height
of 14,immi feet.
The reports of the
I'nited States gealogical survey and
Weather Bureau show that the San
Juan delivers above the mouth of the
acre-feet-

Richer Than")

THE IRRIGATED VALLEYS OF THE

ers.'

ten-acr- e

tomatoes ?."iimi.
"Irrigated lands may si ill be had at
a low figure, but they are being rapidly taken, and nrices will increase ion
per cent in the next three years, acIrricording to reliable authorities.
gated lands are necessarily limited to
a narrow strip of territory on either
side of the great river beds, and withof
in reach of a network
ditches

m nfliepniTuiRin

Animas,

about

L'.nun.no

of

acre-fee- t

water annually, or water sufficient to
cover 2,111111,
acres of land a foot
A very
deep with water each year.
small portion of this water Is now being diverted for irrigation. The San
Juan is the combined flow of eighteen
perennial streams and is fed during
freshets by innumerable "dry arroy-

Mi
TRANSFER,

LIGHT AND

PROMPT

GUARANTEED

Come to the Red Apple Country

Ladies' Furnishing Goods

0

n

nock of either will be found

Our Millinery Goods will bear your most rigid inspection, and we
with a feeling of confidence.

offer them for your approval

are certain to be pleased with odr line.

-

-

YOU WANT FULL VALUE
WHEN YOU BUY CLOTHES
There's more value for the money In Cambridge clothes than in
any other clothes we know. It's in the ALL WOOL fabrics, for one
thing; that quality that endures with steady wear. It's in the CORRECT TAILORING of the garment and In the superior linings and

BUREAU

Bí

con-

years and confirmed by the upper house of the Legislature.
Their duties are to furnish

WORK

IS

RIGHT, DONE BY EXPERIENCED

P. BREWER
AZTEC, NEW MEXICO

EVERY FRIDAY

all the news
from every precinct
of the county

each weeh

INFORMATION ABOUT
SUBSCRIPTION,

NEW MEXICO

Also Ladies' Suits and Skirts given

$1.50 A YEAR.

SCRIPTION,

THREE MONTHS'

TRIAL

SUB-

25 CENTS

TO INTENDED SETTLERS.

Their new booklet descriptive of SAN JUAN COUNTY
now ready for distribution and can be had by addressing
P.ox No.
AZTEC, NEW MEXICO

YOUR

THE SAN JUAN DEMOCRAT

sisting of six liu'inbei's appointed by the (ovirnor every two

careful attention.

TAILOR

WHEN

1MMIGBATI0N

Of the territory of New Mexico is nn official organization

You want such clothes as these and

LOUIS E. GRANEL,

THAT

PUBLISHED

trimmings.
Come in and see our line.
we have them.
All kinds of repair work.

YOU MAY REST ASSURED

NEW MEXICO

THE

To the man who knows good materials and who appreciates style
and character in clothes, we offer over loo different weaves ot ALL
WOOL samples, direct from the leading mills of Kurope and America.

LEFT AT THIS SHOP

TION.

T.

Mrs. J: F. Bell,
AZTEC,

WE HAVE THEM

BLACK-

YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED.

WE WANT YOUR INSPECTION

CLOTHES

i

OF

WORKMEN' ONLY.

AND EQUIPPED

AZTEC, NEW MEXICO

SMITH IN

KINDS

DONE HERE THAT IT IS DONE

Our Furnishing Goods comprise only the best standard makes. You

C. B. BLITZKIE

ALL

KECEIVE OUli PERSONAL ATTEN-

WORK

SHOP HAS BEEN NEWLY REMODELED
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at this store.
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RUINS, THIS COUNTY.

The largest, best and most
AND

ETC., ETC.

SATISFACTION

SERVICE.

AND SATISFACTORY

HART
CLIFF DWELLERS'

HEAVY HAULING,

ÍUÍ Mi

AND

IS GUARANTEED

Dunning

Bid you welec me to Aztec

os."
The Animas river is the combined
flow of fourteen perennial streams,
drains an area of more than l,5nu
square miles at and above an altitude
of s.nuii leet and its annual delivery of
water at its junction with the San

and Millinery

CAREFUL

With such a water supply it is easiseen that the farming districts of
San Juan county are more favored
ly

ONE-HAL-

-

TKLLTHONK

a foot and half deep

entire county
each year.

Inexhaustible Water Supply of
San Juan County, N. M.

San Juan County Index:

Fifty-four- ,

A.tec, New Mexico.

is

Post-offic- e

MADDOX

BROS., Publishers

AZTEC, N. M.

RECOGNIZED AS

Early Mastery of Languages.
Hudssn's Humor.
The mastery of many languages
had passed several
The
tugs pulling a
coal barges and the ability to read and write at alHudson,
up the river.
after viewing most incredibly early ages is not a
In the sixteenth
thetn through his glass, camo down modern evolution.
century history tells us of one Charles
from the bridge.
"Well,
Vanderdoiickenht'lnerstein," l'lenet, known as the "man il '.'d of
he remarked with a twinkle in his eye, Manchester," of whom it was s:tid ia
Kl.g'.ish:
"I think we will soon be Iu sight of the literal words of the old
;i years of age
sp ak
doth
be
"At
the foot of the river."
"Why so, commodore?" asked the Latine, Creek and Hebrew. Corgh
neer taught these languages."
mate, unsuspecting.
"I have just observed several large
tows on the starboard side," said the
Wonders of Mcrr.cry.
great explorer.
imikt s lliipias boast that he
Pl.ito
Whereupon the mate, with a scowlfi.hl words after hearing
repeat
could
ing visage, opened a fresh jug of
them once, but this iá nothing comschnapps.
In
iMi the claims of Seneca.
pared
his declamations in spiaking of the
Achilles Confesses.
ormi r tenacity of his memory
that he was able to repeat L'.o H
The doctor had informed Achillea
that his wound was not at all serious. aan.es in the order in which they
"It's only In your heel, general," had been given to him.
said he. "You may limp a little for a

STATESMAN

A

Half-Moo-

half-doze-

Candidate's Scheme at Once Seen to
Be the Production
of a
Master Mind.

FX

"Our end of the town is completely
without police protection," said the
aldernianic candidate in a lively
speech.
me nnd I promise to
have this section of the city literally
swarming with police."
The next night he was denounced
by the opposition as a four flusher
and asked to outline his plan for securing proper protection.
"Ladies nnd gentlemen," he began
at the following meeting. "I was
called a bluffer by our friends, the opposition, last night. I now propose to
ahow you how 1 will make good in mv
promise. First of all I will start the
movement for more police protection
by hiring two new cooks. Let every
man of family In this audience hire
one cook and keep her and we'll need
an exclusion act to keep the cops out
of oiw territory!"
Pandemonium

broke loose.
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Bolivar had appeared In their midst
and at the election his rival was
swamped

iiy f
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Denied.

A Vienna

merchant who had spent
the summer vacation at Altenherg, after reaching home sent an oil painting of the Madonna to the authorities
of the vacation resort, with the request that it be placed In the spring-houseHe asked also that a priest
be requested to ofllciato when the
painting was unveiled. Father Steidt
of St. Andrew's was selected to carry
out the request, but sent word that
he would not bless the picture until
he had the assurance that the wife
of the painter, "and no other woman,"
had served as model. As it was impossible to secure this statement, t he
authorities had to dispense with the
religious ceremony.
.

"Homing Swallows."
A r.elptan pigeon trainer has been
xperiitH'uii!ig with swallows in the
dace of homing pigeons, and says
hey have the advantage of great
peed.

Wasted

Education.

clerk in a New Yelk law office
was discharged because he tried to
What's the
haze a new office hoy.
A

use of having a colli ge education if
you can't use it in your business?
Buffalo F.xprcss.

while, but- -"
"No, doctor," moaned Achilles. "It
la
all up with me. I am mortally
ON
WORKING
CITIZENS DITCH.
wounded."
the Largest Canal in the County in Operation.
"Nonsense," said the doctor. "Why
Courtesy C. E. Spath.
there are no vital organs in your feet."
"There were in mine, doctor." wept
Appreciation.
In the Same Boat.
soldier. ' Kvcr since this dinged
the
v
hen we
"i was strongly tempted
A magazine
contributor, being hard
scrap began I've been going around
old
recently were in the conservatory alone to take with my heart in my hoots."
pressed by his creditors,
"i'leasp semi you iu my anus and kiss you. Would
wrote to his editor:
Whereupon he tinned over and
you have leen very angry with me if
check at once, as icy gas bill is due."
very,
I had
Hat
"Yes
so?"
done
The candid i (liter replied in this brief
"rfo is mine,
tied help us thank you for the compliment."
fashion:
Natural Progression.
all."
Mrs. Mcl'all How about your serTo the ChMdish Mind,
vant girl? The last time I saw you
morning
li'tle K'sio discovered you complained about her being so
t'i'.e
DaiV Thought.
"Serving Ciod" Is doing good to that the white covers bad been re- very slow.
Mrs. Hiram Offeti Oh, she's proMan; but praying is thought to ho an moví d from the jarlor furniture. "Oh,
easier "service," and therefore is more manm a." she cried, "the chairs have gressing.
sh d their lrgli'i.ownsl"
Mrs. McOall Indeed?
generally chosen. It. Franklin
Mrs. Hiram Often Yes; she's getting slower and slower.
Epigram

Code.
Procrastination Is the thief of
time. Curiosity i:; the porch climber
of society.
Th" ast is the hold-uGood fellowship Is
man of ambition.
,l.e firebug of sobriety. Conscience is
the sneak thiol' of contentment. The
bore is the pek ocUet of patience.
The colli jv.' boy is the clieckkiter of
humor. The tirecracker is the pirate
of peace.
Th" welsh rabbit is the
ghoul of sit ep. Hard luck is the shoplifter of hope. Had cooking is the
sandhaggiT of civility. Puck.

5

Passenger.
passenger boarded
The
the street car and paid his fare. When
the conductor rang up this fare, the
new passenger peered up at the fare
register a moment, then turned to the
man next to hint:
Thirty-Seconthirty-secon-

r

Critr

in.-- .l

"Did ye see phwat he did?"

"No; what?"

"01 gave him a nickel an' ho rang
up 32 cints!" Sunday Magazine.

Coquetry of Golf.
Golf is the coquette of games.
t
always lures you on and always
evades you. Ten years ago I thought
I had nearly got It.
think so to day,
and ten years hence I may still have
the same delusion; hut my scoring
cards will show,
fear, that the coquette has not yet been caught. The
middle a;;cd lover cannot hope to win
her smile. Cunan Doyle In the Strand.

Must Have Accessories.

"Then we won't drink any."
wine."
"And they're going to tax inheritances:" "Then let's drink up o.:r
money :
The Wealth cf Some People.

Apartments at $2'J,"" a yi ar are
announced in otic of New York's latest
More
houses of multiple dwellings.
than
the rental t'guros
themselves is the Ir.rt that they are
The man
set forth quite casually.
may happen in
the !:'-- ,( Oi suite
w

who

exactly

what

Pi

"Yep."
"Genuine farmer now, are you?"
"My smart friends won't believe It
until I have picked up some
dialect."
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SCENE OF THE BLOOMFIELD MESA.
Courtesy C. E. Spath.

d

WE YIELD THE PALM TO
THE APPLE INDUSTRY

á

Sibóon dumber
10.

tAihe,

View

SD.

ants.
The Cherry.

This popular fruit takes Its name
from Cerasas, Kerasunt. a city of A: ia
Minor, from which region the cherry
into Kurope by
was first introduced
the Iioinan General l.ucullus in the
year I!. C. 7:t. The cherry introduced
by the Itomans at the date given died
out, and was reintroduce, iti the reign
of Henry VIII. y Richard Haines, the
fruiterer of that monarch.
A

Fcolioh Cuestión.

reader of the New York World
writes to that paper to ask whether it
Is proper for a young man to send
A

candy to a girl whom he has met but
once. What a question: Why. most
young men begin handing a girl talTy
as soon as they are Introduced to her.

So Does Satan.
They say in New York that every
time a Tammany man looks at the
statue of Liberty he laughs. Charleston News and Courier.

Hardware

o.

yicnnedif, Manager

9hcne lOhitc M2

Metieo

WHOLESALE

AND

RETAIL

Lumber
Lath, Lime, Cement, Shingles, Rooting, all kinds of Building Materials,
Etc., Etc.

fruit Industry, but the needs of the farmer
Like other loyal subjects, we greet the
County, and the Anisoil-a- nd
the enterprising people of San Juan
-t- he tillers of the
immediate concern.
mas Valley in particular, are our
requirements, endeavored as the years go by, to
We have by studving their

4$
SHELF

succeeded

is proved by

and how well we have
and strengthen our various lines,
years exceeds any previous year.
volume of business, which this

OFFICES
CANON

ever-growin-

OUR LINES

Underwear,
Clothing, Hats, Caps, Shoes, Dry Goods,
Stoves,
Bedding, Notions, Groceries, Meats, Flour,
Supplies
Tinwira, Navajo BlanKets and Outfitters

AND HEAVY

Hardware

e

our

finds
he

I

"I hear you picked up an abandoned
farm."

abao-done-

Resort.

The Last

"They're going to increase the tax
I'lien we won't drink any."
on beer!
"And they're going to increase the tax
I'lien we won't drink
on spirits
any.". "And they're g: ing to tax

SPRINGS,

AND YARDS:

?ARMINGTON,

COLO.

FRUITA,

Majestic and Round Oak

COLORADO

LAMAR, COLORADO

PALISADES,

NEW

COLORADO

PAONIA, COLORADO

PENROSE, COLORADO

AZTEC, NEW MEXICO

ILLINOIS

4

Pittsburg
Woven Wire Fencing.

J. M. THOMAS,

BARB WIRE AND

NAILS.

GENERAL MERCHANDISE
and Most Complete

Stock in the County .Seat

AZTEC, NEW MEXICO

D. E. GIBSON,

COLO.

MONTROSE, COLORADO

Buggies, Wagons and Farm Machinery

largest

MEXICO

COLORADO

GRAND JUNCTION,

Ranges

ANIMAS, COLORADO

WAVERLY,

OFFICES

DURANGO, COLORADO

FORD, COLORADO

FLORENCE,
LAS

Heating and Cook Stoves.

CITY, COLORADO

COLORADO
ROCKY

AND YARDS:

President,

Canon City, Colorado.

P.& Gen'l Mgr.
Durango, Colorado.

W. M. GIBSON, V.

Relics of the Clone Are.
Childhood's Right to Happiness,
Pleasure in Work Sure Sign.
During excavations conducted near
Many children of the most pious
You may know that you have found
people in every community turn out your place, if your work is a pleasure Wlllendorf, on the Danube, by the prebadly because their parents' narrow to you. If you long for the time to historic section of the Austrian Naturnotions drive them forth into the wil- quit, you are on the wrong Job. If al History museum, a chalk figurine,
derness of life. An unhappy child- you go to work with no more delight 11 centimeters h'gh, has been diícov-erein a stratum containing instruhood is the fate of too many chil- than you left it, the job belongs to
dren of otherwise good parents, be- some other man. When you have ments and weapons characteristic of
cause of their antipathy to amuse- found your true calling you will not the stone age. The figurine shows
ments which may be innocent enough find nature putting barriers in your traces of having been painted and represents a female figure with remarkIn themselves under favorable environ- path of progress.
able precision of artistic execution.
ments.

Wist a eres.
The wisdom of the wise is no doubt
a fine thing, but evolution seems to
want it tempered by the folly of fools,
otherwise there wouldn't be bo many
of the latter. Wisdom is wise, but it
Is also timid; folly is foolish, but it is
also bold. A thousand years ago angels would have feared to tread where
now we all walk in security, thanks to
somebody having rushed in notwithstanding.
I'uck.

Willing to Trade.
A Chlcagoan who recently advertised that he had a stove for sale received among a large number of answers the following: "If you have a
kitchen btove, water front, or a nice
single bed that you would care to
trade for new ostrich plumes or brand-nemourning bonnet, I would be
glad to
Horn you and will give
you a Rood trade."

Friends' Judgment Faulty.
Don't imngine because your friend
predict great things for you that that
will Fettle the matter.
Their affec
tion for you and interest in you may
overvalue your powers, and the further fact that they are not specialists
in the line for which they declare you
so splendidly adapted
makes
their
judgment not only of doubtful value,
but in most cases radically wrong.

Region of Cigar Tobaccos.
The cigar tobaccos are grown mostPennsylvania,
ly in New
England.
Ohio and Wisconsin, though there is a
considerable and rapidly increasing
production of this type in Georgia,
Florida and Texas. The tobaccos
used for chewing, smoking, snuff and
export are produced most neavuy
in Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, Virginia and South Carolina.

9
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The Death Watch.
The "death watch" that produces
the weird tickings formerly so feared,
Is nothing more or less than a mischievous and destructive little beetle
madly in love and very desirous of
finding its mate.
Thus is the fallacy
of our ancestors regarding this mystery dispelled

Male and Female Intellect.
"Fit the same intellect to a man,
to a woman
and it is a
and It is a
She is vibra-tiland resonant all over, so she stirs
with slighter musical tremblings of
the air about her." The Autocrat of
toe Breakfast Table.

CHEESE AT THE WHITE HOUSE
"Gentlcrrsn Adventurers."
"Adventurer" is a word, once highly
respectable, that has degenerated with Many of Immense Size Have Been
Sent as Presents to Chief
the lapse of time. It was once a compliment to call a gentleman an advenExecutives.
turer, and the Merchant Venturers
Every president receives numberless
of liristol, England, are still respected. The Hudson's liay Company dates
iresents during the course of a term,
back from May 2, 1670. In the royal notwithstanding it is given out that
rliarter it was described as the "Gov- ;ifts are not acceptable. In the old
ernor and Company of Adventurers of lays some of the presents sent were
Kngland Trading in Hudson's Bay." )f a very odd nature. President Jackson once got a cheese four feet in diameter and two feet thick, weighing
Moonlight Clindr.e.3.
1,400 pounds, from
York
a New
Moonlight most intense sometimes
cheesemaker,
to show
who wanted
auses sore eyes in Cuba, and the
navigate and perambulate what he could do. This cheese gift
tatives
This was an elephant on the president's
vith umbrella and paraluna.
hands, and in order to dispose of it he
.ery obstinate affection is cured by
held a special reception, to which the
vashing the eyes with moonlight fall-public was invited, and every guest
Stein
the
inimitable Frank
dew, so
not
only had all the cheese he wanted
hart, former consul general to Cuba,
to eat on the spot, but received a hunk
'aid. Not so strange a joke and cure
to carry home. In two hours there
uter all, for such dews have been was
nothing but the rind left to tell
;ound to be radioactive and electric.
the story.
President Jefferson was also the recipient of an historic cheese, brought
'o him all the way from Massachusetts

,
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Ought to Help Her.

to pay back the amount.

NEFF'S RANCH,

We should

think that the lover ought to help
some and that she would be able to
marry In ten years at least. Philadelphia Inquirer.

Lost

In

LA PLATA VALLEY.

Dreaded Contingency.
14 was taking a
trip on Lake Michigan in a small
steamer. The lake was somewhat
rough and many were seasick.
The
girl sat in the bow and was unusually
quiet for her. "Are you feelfng sick,
daughter?" inquired her father. "No,
I don't think I am sick; but I should
hate to yawn." Life.

l:r::!.c:y.
C!:iid
Marjorie Fleming, the playmate an
friend of Sir Walter Scott, has leg'.tt
mate claims to consideration as
prodigy. When she was a small chi'i
she repeated to him Constance'
speeches in King John until, by
statement, he "swayed to and fro
sobbing his fill."

A

A

;

Pittsburg girl who stole money
for her lover offers to work 12 years

SAVED

young girl of

the Shuffle.

Scribbler "So old Skinflint's family
Ingratitude.
Sometimes a Hard Task.
like the obituary I wrote?" Eddidn't
A
Missouri
farmer was nearly
"When a man says, 'and I know
what I'm talking about,' " says the itor "Oh, the obituary was all right, kicked to death by a mule that he
Philosopher of Folly, "the only way hut the fool foreman ran it under the had rescued from a burning barn. A
'People
and
of
Pleasant mule may be as ungrateful as a
I
can get even is by asking him to head
Events." "
thoughtless son.
prove it."

Instance of Wonderful Maternal
Told by a French Writer
and Traveler.

Intel-ligenc-

Checks for Less Than One Dollar.
The treasury department report
that there Is no new law to hinder peo
pie from drawing checks for sums less
than one dollar. The statute to thai
apparent effect, recently quoted fron
the newspapers in the Weekly, is no'
new and has never been construed t(
apply to checks on deposits Harper'!
Wuekly.
Rapid Work of Printers.
To celebrate the advance of the

printing art, particularly its increase
in speed, a Caxton
memorial liible
was wholly printed and bound in 12
hours in 1S77.

struck

Only 100 copies were

off.

W. GOFF BLACK,

))

Tom Boy Shoes
WHY NOT GET THE BEST?

THE BEST SCHOOL SHOE EVER BROUGHT TO AZTEC.

The following anecdote is related by
It is worthy of comparison with the most remarkable of
instances of the same kind:
The author one day perceived a doe
in full flight before two dogs In the
Aigle woods that form a part of the
forest of Chantilly. The doe was accompanied by a very
young
fawn
which appeared quite exhausted and
ready to drop. The mother, doubtless
well aware of this, slackened her pace
and presently stopped close to some
thick bramble bushes. She remained
some time there with lowered head
as if awaiting the onset of her pursuers.
Suddenly an idea seemed to strike
her, and with a butt of the head she
tossed her fawn right into the middle
of the thicket. Then first advancing
gently as if to make sure it was well
hidden, she soon set off by rapid
by a
team. On the wagon bounds in front of the dogs. The latter barking close upon her heels, she
was the legend: "The Greatest Cheese
made a sudden bound and thus drew
in America, for the Greatest Man In
America." Jefferson, however, was them far from the spot where this Innoted lor his "simplicity" and he cident occurred. The howling of the
dogs became fainter and fainter, the
thougnt it was opposed to good government for a president to receive iris valiant animal having doubtless led
them two kilometers away into the
from anyone, so he insisted on paying the cost of the cheese, which wtfs Canardardiere peat bogs, where the
about $200, and this cheese lasted all dogs often lose the scent.
In fact later they were seen returnwinter.
President Van Huron, too, had a ing to the village in an exhausted
monster cheese given to him. He dis- condition, while the Intelligent mother
tributed it at a reception and the doubtless returned to the bushes to
guests in their excitement spilt a lot find the little fawn she had so cleverly
of crumbs on the carpet and
then hidden and placed in safety.
trampled them in, causing so much
damage that unlimited cheese at the
White House functions was tabooed
Her Husbands.
from that time forth. The rule now is
It is said that before a man has disthat nothing in the eating line espe- covered the color of a girl's eyes she
cially will be received by the presiIs planning her trousseau and leading
dent from those unknown. The
him to the altar but
The bachelor girls' destination necessitated their going through Wood-lawcemetery, in New York, a porA Peculiarity of Dreams.
tion of the city they had never before
As to dreams, there was a dltAjs-slo- visited. They stopped for a long time
at the club lunch, and one man on the bridge which crosses the lake
remarked that no man dreamed of to admire the wonderfully well-kep- t
himself as braver than he is. When banks, which slope down to the edge
the dream came, the dreamer was al- of the lake, with here and there some
ways the under dog. He was in hor- artistically arranged shrubbery servrible danger, and never did anything ing as a background. As they cast a
picturesque to face it. There may bo last look at the island, situated at one
men who are brave in their sleep. Hut end of the lake, which is so tiny
that
it would be Interesting to find one one wonders how the large willow
man outside of the dozen sleeping cowtree standing at the water's edge with
ards who is a hero in a dream.
its drooping branches hanging so low
that they sweep backward and forward in the water with the wind, could
Romance.
"At last we are alone!" he mur- possibly have grown there, one of the
mured, as the airship rose above the bachelor girls was heard to remark
to her companion: "Wouldn't this be
city.
"Wait a minute!" she exclaimed. an ideal place to bury one's husbands
"There's somebody rubbering through and come and weep over their
graves?"
that skylight!" Puck.

WARD

A. WILSON,

E. D. RIDLEY,

President
Secretary

Treasurer

THEY COST

NO MORE.
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"TOM l'.OY" SHOKS AUK TI1K SHOKS TO BUY.

THIS LITTLE YKUSK WILL TKLL YOI' WHY,

Tin: y
Til

stand tiik knocks.
TIIK TRAMI'S.

KY STAND

DKOAl'SE TIIK Y
TIIK STYLK

IS

A

KMC

ALL MADE

KY F IT SO

FULL VAMPS;

ALWAYS

AND KYKIÍY PAIR WILL WKAR

Til

FIRST-KATE-

.

NICE. AND LOOK SO XKAT,

TO WEAK Til KM IT IS QUITK
KOI! ÜOYS. AND OIKKS, AND

YOU'LL FIND Til

KM

A

TKKAT.

JUST TIIK K1NKST SHOE,

OTHER KIND YOU'LL EVER

AVE

Alt.

FOR SALE BY

QjJ

Azte c Light

OTIIKKS, TOO,

AND IK YOU'LL ONLY 15UY A PATH,
NO

e

M. X. Haspail.

"BEST GOODS, LOWEST PRICES."

MY MOTTO

T

HER FAWN

n

o

A

DOE

Path-t'Mide-

bow-strin-

harp-strin-

HOW

RANDALL
DEALER IN

DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, GROCERIES, ETC.
FINE SHOES A SPECIALTY
AZTEC, NEW MEXICO

Power Co

o

